Designated Subjects Adult Education Credential Program (rev. 12.16.14)

Application for Program and Preliminary Credential; Candidate must sign Intent to Enroll Form

- Review, Advise and Support
  - If Approved, Credential Recommendation Issued

- Candidate E-mailed Early Orientation Adult Learning Instructions and Coursework Flyers

- Early Orientation Adult Learning Online
  - Must Complete 8 Modules within 30 days of E-mail

- Classroom Management Course
  - 40 Hours/Three Semester Units

- Curriculum Course
  - 40 Hours/Three Semester Units

- Teaching Adult Learners Course
  - 40 Hours/Three Semester Units

- Teaching Portfolio Course
  - 20 Hours/Two Semester Units

- Candidates Must Complete Health Education for Teachers, CPR and U.S. Constitution Requirements

- Apply for Clear DS Adult Credential